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Editorial

Hard to believe, innit?  The first month of 2006
is gone!  Isn’t it incredible how the time flies?

It seems like just  a year or three ago  that —

• 1969 — we listened with bated breath (no
TV in SA yet) as man set foot on the moon
— unless you believe the debunkers who
tell us it was all filmed in the Nevada desert.

• 1977 — First F3B World Champs flown
near Pretoria — won with an Aquila!

• 1979 — Second F3B World Champs flown
in Belgium — won by SA!

• 1983 — Andrew Anderson and I flew our
gliders on the slope above Kalk Bay for a
SA record of 14 hours.

• 1984 — came and went, George Orwell
notwithstanding.

• 1986 — Challenger exploded on launch

• 1999 — World F3B Champs were flown at
Rustenberg

• 2000 — The whole world celebrated the
arrival of the 21st Century . . . a year before
it really dawned!

• 2000 — Australia hosted what I believe
were the most spectacularly presented
Olympics in recent memory.

• 2003 — Columbia burned up on re-entry

*  *  *

 “. . . usual
  gang was
  there . . .”
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Ed and Lorraine Fox treated us to a most
pleasant afternoon braai on the 10th December
last year.  Their back garden was a lovely rustic
setting which even the persistent southeaster
only managed to penetrate enough to cool
without disturbing!

Ed has a highly effective gas braai (moved out
under the gazebo after this picture was taken)
which dealt with the offerings without burning,
and I believe that only a real addict could have
identified gas rather than wood or charcoal as
the active agent.  And the gas made for almost
instant heat — no long wait and no smoke,
apart from that accompanied by delicious
smells!

Just out of the left of the
above picture is a novel
wind-mill — the vanes
on the left turn in the
breeze and the woods-
men move back and
forth with the saw.

Ed tells a lovely story of how the gang who do
his garden-maintenance were found standing
gazing at the action.  Ed asked what they found
so fascinating —
their reply, “White
men . . . working
with a saw???”

*
Those who

 attended enjoyed
a very pleasant
afternoon —

those who didn’t,
missed out!

*  *  *

Readers will know how
pernickety I am about things,
particularly the use of the
English language.  

(Concise Oxford – pernickety
  1  fussy 
  2  requiring a precise or
   careful approach) 

I have been annoyed for some
time about the application of

time systems to noon and midnight .

If you were required to attend a meeting at
12 pm, when would you arrive?

“12 pm” translates as “12 post meridiem” which 
in turn translates literally as “twelve after
midday”, which is midnight!  Similar argument
for 12 am . . .

Why not use the correct titles of noon (or
midday ) and midnight — no uncertainty.

Oh dear — how dull life would be if there was
nothing to mutter about — not to mention
problems with content for Editorials!

*  *  *
Some people just love to build “ugly” planes, 
and this Westland Wendover surely has to be
near the top of any “ugliest” list.

I can only describe it as being the front half of 
a Lysander and the back part of a Lancaster !

It never progressed past the prototype stage!

*  *  *
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I can’t think when I last (if ever) saw a servo in
a really different shape / layout, but Multiplex
have really come up with something out of the
ordinary —

It is only 10 mm thick and 23 mm wide, so it
fits very nicely (as was intended!) into a wing
section, but it has a couple of really different
features —

• The electrical lead plugs into the servo, so
there is no need for about 20 cm of lead
between servo and connecting plug / socket
cluttering up the servo-bay

• The output arm, being in the middle of the
case, has bearings on each end, which must
surely reduce any slop.

I would guess that the electronic part is in the
smaller (left) section and the motor and
gearbox is in the bigger (right) section.

I have been unable to find any indication of
price, but Multiplex are not cheap!

*  *  *
On the 15th Herbert Brink and Herbie Newton
approached me on the field with the darnedest
situation I’ve ever met!  

A 35 MHz FM set and a 27 MHz AM set were
interfering with each other!!!  

It sounded so bizarre I demanded a
demonstration and sure enough, the 35 MHz
elevator stick controlled the motor on the
27 MHz set — it didn’t just produce random
interference . . . it controlled it correctly.  It was
only at close range (5 m aerial down and 10 m
aerial up) but different frequencies and
different modulations!!?

Brian and I had a look at the Tx radiation on his
clever digital oscilloscope which, although not
a true-to-life spectrum analyser, gave a very
passable imitation.  Although numerous
harmonic spikes were visible, they were no
different from what we picked up from Brian’s
own Tx.

I invited Herbie to check out his other 27 MHz
receivers and every one (four) gave the exact
same response!

There has been a (disbelieving?) silence from
Dave Armitage but Nigel Creevy gave an
impressive dissertation, involving at least an
explanation of how an FM signal can come
through as an AM pulse.  It involves what I can
only describe as the detector “surfing” up and
down (change in amplitude) on the slope of the
side-band on one of the harmonic peaks of the
FM signal.  It’s a different language, isn’t it?

Herbie couldn’t understand how it had
suddenly appeared, because the two of them
have been flying together for many years.

We have decided that it may well have been
always there but not noticed because, until they
started flying electrics, where they often have
the Rx on but the Tx off in the initial stages —
some complication due to safety and no switch
in the BEC airborne system — they followed
the ancient safe procedure of never having the
Rx on without a Tx on to control it.

Partial explanations, but no good indication of
how 27,195 MHz can be interfered with by
35,050 MHz but not 35,030 nor 35,060.

Any suggestions, anyone?

*
I mentioned the problem in Hobby Warehouse
and Andy Imrie commented that both he and
Mark Williams had lost aircraft on a radio using 
a multi-frequency synthesiser module,
although neither had had any trouble with
standard crystal-controlled modules.

Investigation of the Web revealed that this is a
occurrence common to all makes when a
nearby (2-3 metres) cellphone “clears its
throat” or accepts an incoming call.
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Be warned!  Keep cellphones away from
transmitters with synthesised frequency
generators!

*  *  *
I always like to pass on useful little bits and
pieces when I come across them, even though
the modern trend of “mould-it, assemble-it or
“purchase-it” have made building tricks almost
obsolete.  

In the Editorial
Christmas stocking
there appeared a set of
these neat little spring
clamps.

They could even be
used to hold glass /
 resin components in
position while the resin sets!

Found in Mica Hardware for R 1.20 each!

*  *  *
The question of “Black Death” hasn’t been
raised for a while — then it suddenly came up
on two occasions in quick succession.

For those who change
radios or batteries often
enough not to know about
BD, it’s a horrible thing
which creeps along the
negative lead from a
NiCad battery.  (Oh for an
artist who could draw an
impression of “a horrible
thing which creeps along
the negative lead”)  It
travels under the insulation 
and so you never see it
(unless you look for it)
until suddenly you have no
power — often at the most
inopportune moment!!!

No one seems to have been
able to offer a convincing
explanation of exactly
what happens and there is
no cure !  The negative wire 
becomes covered in a

black (sometimes blue) coating, it becomes
brittle and impossible to solder.  The only
solution is to replace your negative (and you
may as well do the positive at the same time)
wire from battery to plug once a year.

The nearest I’ve managed to a cure is to keep a
beady eye on it!  By means of a “Black Death
Watch” or BDW.

This has to be one of the simplest ways of
keeping your model under power.  Simply cut a
40 mm length of house-hold-type wire and
extract a single strand — it’s about 0,5 mm
diameter — and solder it onto the negative pole
of your battery.  Then solder the negative lead
onto the other end.  Bend the BDW over and
down the side of the battery pack, outside the
heat-shrink or tape, and back up as shown by
the arrow in the photo.  

If any BD then dares to show itself, it can be
clearly seen on the U-shaped BDW,
straightened and enlarged in the other photos to
give an idea of what to watch for.

- - - o o O o o - - -

BDW straightened out
to show the corrosion

creeping along the wire

“Black Death Watch”
0,5 mm copper wire bent down the
side of the battery and then back

up in a U-shape.
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Minutes of the 

Annual General Meeting

of the

Southern Soaring Club
held at 66 Second Avenue, Rondebosch East

on Tuesday 24th January 2006 at 8.00 pm

Present —  Ed Fox, Greg van Schaik, Paul Rackstraw, Brian Mulder, John Lightfoot, 
Andrew Lightfoot, Herbert Brink, Silvano Valperga, Emanuele Valperga,
Dave Bryant (10)

Apologies — were received from Sieger and Tiekie Lampen

Greg called the meeting to order at 20h05.

Chairman’s Report

2005 has been a year of some very positive events for the club.  We started off early in the year with
the move back to Youngsfield, courtesy of Colonel Fischer, due to the driving range becoming a
non-event except for a “bomb crater” in the middle of the field.  The Common was not really
working out too well and attendance was dropping on top of the unfortunate theft incidents.
Membership has shown a marked growth in the last year, which is a very positive thing.  The future
of our sport depends on our growth. 

*
This year we need to do another drop to our dealers of our explanatory brochures (Introduction to
Gliding) which in terms of the numbers of responses and ultimately new members gained was a
successful PR exercise.  We have a quantity available which should be ready for distribution. 

*
Unfortunately only one of our members (Ian Lessem) managed to attend the nationals this year but
this was largely a function of the logistics involved.  A venue in the Natal midlands is not the easiest
for us to access easily and economically.  Well done to him for his enthusiasm and also his essay
“Guidelines to becoming a competitive RC glider pilot”, copies of which have been read with great
interest by many of our members. 

*
We have been instrumental in getting SAMAA to revisit two areas of great concern to us, namely
those of insurance and CAA / Aero club recognition of our airspace.  Firstly, on the insurance issue,
much has been clarified leaving the only current area of conjecture that of day visitors.  On the
subject of airspace, SAMAA has now formally received delegated authority to control all model
aircraft activities in the country from the CAA, to our benefit. Please note that it is important that we
report full size incursions into our registered airspace (which is a cylinder nearly 2 kilometres across
and 850 meters high). Our registered sites are advised to general aviation by means of NOTAMS and 
as such are received by all airmen. 

*
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We have also purchased copies of the DVD’s recorded during Darryl Perkins’ visit to the country last 
year.  There are many excellent tips and pointers contained therein which can be of benefit to all of
us. Just ask the committee who has them if you want to watch them. 

*
I believe that we face many challenges going forward to improve the state of our sport in the future.
We need to grow our sport in terms of numbers and skills.  We need to be vigilant with regards to
threats to us such as the illegal import of radio equipment (which is a huge threat to our safety), as
reported recently in Southeaster.  We need to establish and maintain safety standards, which the
editor has been at pains to inculcate for some time.

*

I would like to thank our outgoing committee for their work over the last year and wish every success 
to the incoming.
        Greg  van Schaik

Considerable debate followed, mainly on the subject of Safety and Insurance.

*  *  *
The Hon Treasurer  presented his Statement of the Club’s Finances.  

Financial Statement
for the year ended

31st December 2005

 — Southern Soaring Club — 
Income and Expenditure Statement for the year ending 31st December2005

Year Ended 31st Dec
00

31st Dec
01

31st Dec
02

31st Dec
03

31st Dec
04

31st Dec
05

Income
Subscriptions 2850.00 4465.00 4885.00 7198.00 6201.00 8141.00
Interest  less charges 5.87 24.51 20.81 67.75 160.05 276.99
Southeaster advertising - - - 1980.00 3450.00 3600.00
Donations - - - 3751.00 3020.00 1650.00

2 855.87 4 489.51 4 905.81 12 994.75 12 831.05 13 667.99

Expenditure
Southeaster production 250.00 0.00 0.00 7532.00 5950.00 8355.00
Southeaster postage 811.22 1725.00 1995.00 2310.00 1754.00 1675.00
Launch equipment 180.00 90.00 1292.78 150.00 702.00 150.00
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Internet Hosting 838.38
Youngsfield Donation
Donation to WPAA
Donation to F3J WC
Donation to Craig B

300.00
180.00

500.00 500.00

500.00

-
-
-

500.00
1696.22 2190.00 4459.78 10 492.00 9 406.00 11 498.38

Inc – Exp 1 159.65 2 299.51 446.03 2 502.75 3 425.05 2 169.61

ABSA Balance 1286.60 3176.11 4439.92 5115.67 10 367.72 12 496.33
Petty Cash Balance 407.78 817.78 0.00 1827.00 0.00 891.00
Current Cash 1694.38 3993.89 4439.92 6942.67 10 367.72 13 387.33

The Financial Statement was accepted by the meeting.
The question of the Youngsfield Donation would be discussed later in the OGM.

There was no debate about the proposed subscription rates and these were accepted —

Normal Membership R 100 pa Juniors R 50 pa
Southeaster Hard Copy R 160 pa (10 issues) Juniors R 80 pa
SAMAA Membership R 200 pa Juniors R110 pa
SAMAA (retired / over 65) R 130 pa

Full Membership is thus (100 + 160 + 200) = R 460   Pensioner is (100 + 160 + 130) = R390
Junior Membership is (50 + 80 + 110) = R 240

No matters for debate were received by the Hon Sec.

*  *  *
Election of Office-Bearers for 2006.

Greg was not available for re-election.
Brian Mulder was proposed for Chairman by Paul Rackstraw, seconded by Greg van Schaik.
He was declared elected in the absence of any other proposals.

Paul Rackstraw and Ed Fox were prepared to continue as Hon Secretary / Treasurer and PRO
respectively.

Emanuele Valperga was proposed as a new committee member to act as Safety Officer.

The question of Editor of Southeaster was not mentioned!

*
The AGM was declared closed and members partook of refreshments.

*  *  *

After coffee and cookies, the Ordinary General Meeting was declared open under the Chairmanship
of Brian Mulder.

Andrew Lightfoot asked if anyone was interested in a fairly elderly HLG he has for sale.
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Ed Fox thanked Silvano for the excellent new pegboard the latter has made for the club.

Ed also stressed the need for all members to make visitors welcome.  It was mentioned that some
members have been abrasive towards visitors, causing them to leave with no intention of returning. 
It was suggested that there should be a table next to the pegboard, where everyone signed in, not so
much as a formality as to let others know who was present and to allow visitors to be introduced by
name to other members.

It was suggested that a notice be installed near the gate, stating that “SSC has negotiated the use of
the field and that members and visiting pilots should all report to the pegboard table.”  Dave Bryant
mentioned that the signboard on Signal Hill had in some instances had no effect whatever, but that a
sign stating certain conditions was better than nothing. 

Andrew Lightfoot asked if anyone was interested in a fairly elderly HLG he has for sale.

The matter of “landing fees” was again mentioned but the general feeling was that this was an
undesirable issue.

To establish our “rights” we should again pay a nominal fee for the use of the field to the Cape Town
Military Sports Bureau.

Andrew Lightfoot asked if anyone was interested in a fairly elderly HLG he has for sale.

Ed felt that we should mention that the Hermanus Weekend was again a wonderful gathering and a
credit to the Atlantic Flying Club, who did a great job of organization.

The Club needs feedback from any and all members, giving their views, both positive and negative. 
Without feedback, how is the Committee to know in which direction to guide the Club?

There needs to be more co-operation / communication between the various disciplines within the
Club.  The winch(es) and bungee(s) need to be laid out parallel to each other to reduce the incidence
of crossed lines, and electrics need to be persuaded to stay in their area!

All members must have Solo Certificates or be supervised by a Certificated member.  The tests are
not difficult and should help improve pilots’ contact with their models.  Any difficulties can be
addressed by assistance from more experienced members — which will also improve
communication between members.

There was a long debate on the grouping of Bungee Addicts and Winch Fliers.  Eventually it was
accepted that the groups wanted  their separate approaches and there was no point in trying to push
them together — better to encourage communication rather than to try to force integration.  The one
activity where the groups might be combined to good effect is in having some bungee addicts help
time for the HLG events, where the need for timers is heavy but the duration of the event is only
about 30 minutes.

Andrew Lightfoot asked if anyone was interested in a fairly elderly HLG he has for sale.

The meeting closed at 10h50.

- - - o o O o o - - -

I am opposed to millionaires, but it would be 
    dangerous to offer me the position. Mark Twain
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 Competition Scene

         Harry S. Hawk

Every Sunday in December, bar one,
experienced winds of at least 30 km/h, and the
one was 25!  No one flew except for a couple of
die-hards who snuck in during the week, and
Ed Fox is reported to have had a lovely flight of
over an hour!

2006 looked like starting with a good
resolution, with light breezes on New Year’s
Day, but by afternoon it was up to over
20 km/h.

Ed was there bright and early as usual, and he
was joined by Mike and Bob.

JL pitched up about 10 o’clock and was
immediately accosted by Dave Bryant, who
wanted to know if there was a winch anywhere
— he wanted to test his new Trinity.  He and
Steve Coulson seemed to take ages to get their
act together, while JL had a nice 9+ minute
flight once they’d laid out the winch.

JL had been muttering about the need to get
pilots into the habit of the final two vital checks
before launching —

(1) check that controls work and in the
correct direction(s) . . . and 

(2) check that the sky is clear above and
behind . . . 
  so it was more than a little interesting
  to note that # 1 saved two models!

Dave / Steve found that the Trinity’s  radio
worked . . . didn’t work . . . worked . . . didn’t
work, when they did a preflight, and then gave a 
right royally lousy range when checked!
Discretion was the better part of valour and
they put it back in the car.  Then JL, about to
have a final flight, found the Sagitta’s rudder
servo was on strike!  It’s an elderly Futaba S-20
which has given good service for many years
but now looks as if it needs replacing — thank
goodness it didn’t die in the air!

Steve brought out an electric, which flew nicely 
for a couple of minutes before giving vent to a
violent flutter as it shed a prop blade.  The
resulting vibration shook the motor loose and
carved up two of the three motor leads.  That
model also went back into the car and the tiny
pylon racer was brought out.  It tore into the
sky, pulled into a vertical climb, rolled and
went invisible!  Steve throttled back and hunted 
frantically, but at the speed that thing goes it
was well out of the area where he was looking,
and there was that dreaded “thwack!” as it hit
the ground, destroying the LiPo battery pack
but without setting fire to anything.

*  *  *
The 8th was unpleasant, with the customary
summer southeaster pushing through, but the
15th looked like a nice morning, although the
breeze came from any direction with a bit of
south in it!  

The bungee was well used and there were
several electrics buzzing (screaming) about,
but JL and Steve / Dave were the only ones on
the winch.  The latter tested the Trinty — Brian
declared it to have the thinnest section he’d
seen on any model . . . even for a slope racer,
which the Trinity is — and it flew okay but
needs to be handled differently to “normal”
models on the line.  The thin section probably
stalls more readily.  The real test will come
when they are persuaded to have a go at the
Postals.

*  *  *
The other two weekends in January were
plagued by fresh southerlies, although some
junkies just had to see what it was really like up
there.  Some bungee-launches, a couple of
electrics and an HLG, but no serious soarers.

Roll on winter!!!

- - - o o O o o - - -
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 F3J Team Trial 

Held on 3rd December
at the

X-Tream Hobbies Field

The Team to represent SA in Slovakia in the
first week of August is thus —

Craig Goodrum  
 Mark Stockton and

Chris Adrian
with Paul Carnall as reserve.

For the first time we are sending a full Junior
Team, consisting of —

Simon Tladi    
Kurt Stockton and

 Conrad Klintworth

Team Manager for both teams is
Ilma Stockton.

Congratulations to all!

Best
Qual

Team
Trial Total

1 Craig Goodrum 4994 4960 9955 
2 Mark Stockton 4894 4802 9695 
3 Chris Adrian 4966 4597 9563 
4 Paul Carnall 4787 4693 9480 
5 Michelle Goodrum 4963 4515 9478 
6 Conrad Klintworth 4799 4617 9416 
7 Dion Liebenberg 4892 4344 9235 
8 James Shaw 4609   0 4609 
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 Intro to F5J 

Malcolm Siebert  

The F5J electric gliding class has seen
unprecedented growth over the past year or so
with a vast array of models being flown both as
a social pastime and in friendly competition.

So what makes for a good F5J plane?  Without
going into a major technical discussion, this
article looks at some of the factors to consider.

Essentially, the only difference between F5J
and thermal duration ships is the launch
method.  Instead of a winch or bungee,
on-board electric power is used.  Although
there have been numerous conversions from
pure gliders to electric, there are several
parameters to consider to ensure that you have a 
ship which will give maximum ‘bang for buck’. 
To try to find an optimum design setup,
working on the premise that at some stage a
competition or two will be entered, we need to
take careful note of the competition task
makeup.

The current task is a ten minute flight time for
which one point is scored for every second of
the flight.  From this, the motor run time is
deducted based on the handicap, which varies
from Speed-400 to brushless motors.  Finally,
points are awarded for precision landings with
a maximum of 30 points being awarded per
flight.  On this basis, a realistic maximum in the 
area of 610 points can be earned per flight. 
That is to say 600 points for the ten minute
flight, 30 points for a spot landing less the net
motor run time.
Let us begin then where the maximum points
are to be found — thermal duration.  One of the
prime differences between pure gliders and
electric gliders is the weight issue.  The motor
or motor gearbox combination weighs about
the same as a conventional Rx battery pack in
most cases.  The additional weight comes from
the ESC and battery pack to drive the motor.
This additional weight has to be supported by
the airframe and invariably increases the wing
loading factor of the model.  Higher wing
loading means that the plane will have a
tendency to fly faster in order to generate
sufficient lift and will have a steeper glide path.

This brings two factors into play.  Airframe and 
flying style.

*
In terms of the airframe, there are countless
options available but a search of the more
successful planes shows a number of factors in
common.  Wingspan seems to optimise at
between 2,5 and 2,7 metres with an aspect ratio
of around 12:1.  This gives a wing area of
around 60 dm2 .  Based on an all up mass of
between 1300 and 1500 grams, wing loading
will be of the order of 25 g/dm2 .  This mass may 
appear to be light and it is.  F5J planes do not
have to be built to the same strength
specification as normal gliders.  The major
difference is that they do not have to withstand
the stresses of a winch launch and are very
rarely “dorked” on landing.  On the other hand,
do not build them too light.  The extra speed
achieved places significant stresses on the
airframe and if you intend to do some aerobatic
flying, take this into consideration.

Most of the airfoil sections currently in use for
larger thermal gliders are equally effective in
the electric version.

Flying faster is great for getting around the sky
but does have two disadvantages.  Firstly, light
lift is a bit more difficult to spot from the
model’s behavior and there can be a tendency to 
fly right through small areas of lift.  Therefore
agility becomes a desirable requirement.  This
invariably means that ailerons are needed.  The
extra speed is also a problem when landing
which makes flaps a great thing to have.  Flaps
have a threefold function on this type of
airframe.  Apart from the landing aspect, they
can be deployed slightly in thermalling
conditions to increase lift or reflexed to
increase speed when searching for lift.
Combined with ailerons and the right radio, this 
setup can provide a significant variety of
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options for various flying conditions.  This is
not to say that conventional RES, (rudder,
elevator and spoiler) planes do not perform
well as electric gliders.  Many competitions
have been won by this type of airframe.

*
Motor selection is a matter of choice.  Modern
brushless motors are capable of generating
more than enough power to launch and in a lot
of cases, give vertical climbs.  The only
disadvantage of the brushless motor and speed
control is the price.  Brushed motors attached to 
a suitable gearbox are a lot less expensive but
because they are operating at or beyond their
designed capability, do not last very long.
Depending on how often the model is flown, it
may be found that the overall cost of the
brushed version could exceed the cost of a
brushless setup over time.
When it comes to competition, the handicap
system essentially equalises the two types of
motors in terms of net motor run times.

*
Battery selection is another area to consider.
Launch motor run times will vary between 15
seconds and one minute depending on the
motor used.  Although lithium polymer battery
technology has come a long way and is
definitely lighter than NiCad or NiMH, the high 
currents normally drawn preclude the safe use
of LiPo cells.  To achieve a current of say 45
amps with LiPos at a 15C rate, you would need
to carry 3000 mAh.  Using, for example, 1500
mAh Kokam cells, you would require a 3s2p
configuration or 6 cells.  Apart from the fact
that this will set you back about R1000.00, the
weight differential in observed performance
between these and NiMH is marginal.

This brings us to battery capacity.  As a rule of
thumb for competition use, the capacity should
be enough to give at least three full power
climbs to speck altitude and then leave
sufficient capacity to power the Rx and servos
for a minimum of thirty minutes.  Rating on this 
basis allows a margin of safety.  This method of
capacity rating is normally sufficient for social
flying as well unless you intend to use power
more often.

*

Another factor to consider with battery
selection is the CG of the airframe.  In an
electric glider, the batteries are used to alter the
CG to its optimum for the flying conditions on
the day.  It pays therefore, to ensure that the
batteries can be moved backwards or forwards
by about 10 mm in either direction to make
these adjustments.

*
Speed control selection should ideally be based
on slightly oversizing.  In other words, if you
are going to be drawing 45 amps, go for a 50
amp controller.  The vast majority of electric
gliders utilise the BEC type controller for two
main reasons.  Firstly, you save the weight of
the Rx battery pack and also don’t have to try
and find a space to fit it into.  Secondly, the
battery capacity carried on board is sufficient to 
fly for hours if needed.  However, make sure
that you select a good brand of speed control
that has a high level of reliability and efficiency 
and also has a brake function to allow you to
stop the prop and prevent the drag from a
rotating prop.
Heat generation is a by-product of power.  It is
not uncommon for the entire power system to
reach temperatures of 80 degrees Celsius plus!
Ensure that adequate cooling slots for air intake 
and exhaust are provided.  Generally speaking,
outlets should be twice the area of inlets and
provide an airflow over the motor, speed
control and battery pack.  Where possible,
locate the Rx away from major heat sources or
at least insulate it.

*
Props must be of the folding type and of high
quality.  Here it is advisable to avoid cheap
products no matter how tempting.  A blade
flying off at full throttle travels at a tremendous
speed and can be lethal.  Balance your prop
before fitting it to the model and always
examine it carefully before any flight for nicks
or any other damage.

*
Airframe setup is very much the same as for
normal thermal ships.  One difference is that
invariably, with motor on, the nose of the plane
has a tendency to lift requiring some down
elevator to be applied.  Depending on your
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radio, mix in the required amount of down
elevator with the throttle setting.  Just be careful 
at low altitude as if you bang in the throttle, the
nose will drop initially requiring some up
elevator to be applied quickly.  About two
degrees of down thrust built into the airframe
minimises this effect but does not always
eliminate it. Side thrust is normally not
required.

*
Flying style for electric gliding is not dissimilar 
to normal thermal flying.  There are however a
few tips to remember.  Depending on your
power output and airframe performance, the
actions during and at the top of the launch will
vary.  The objective is to obtain the maximum
altitude for the minimum motor run time.
Although vertical climbs look spectacular, they
seldom give the optimum rate of climb. 
Lift generation is a function of speed — up to a
point.  There are numerous other factors, which
influence this such as temperature, humidity,
barometric pressure, etc.  For various airfoils it
is possible to have the optimum lift at a
specified airspeed under specific conditions.
However, these will vary greatly from hour to
hour in some cases.  
It is impossible, without on-board
instrumentation, to determine exactly what the
optimum climb angle is, but trial and error will
eventually give a pretty good feeling where this 
angle lies.  As a guide, somewhere between 15
and 30 degrees from the vertical for setups that
are capable of vertical climbs.  Launching by
hand for this type of setup should be in an
upward trajectory of about 45 degrees.  Where
there is not sufficient power for vertical climbs,
launching from the hand should be as flat as
possible to build up airspeed quickly, after
which the climb angle can be adjusted down
from the angle at which the plane stalls.
One of the more common faults seen is that
pilots find themselves in a stall situation at the
top of the climb due to not leveling out prior to
switching the motor off.  The cause of this can
be twofold.  Either the climb angle is too steep,
meaning the model is flying just about on the
stall with the motor running, or the nose pitches 
up as soon as the power is switched off.  In
either case a small amount of down elevator

applied at the same time as the power is
switched off rectifies this problem.  Don’t
forget that a stalled plane will lose up to ten
metres of height before it recovers.  Might not
sound a lot but if converted to the glide ratio,
this equates to around 120 meters of distance or
about 14 seconds of flight time.

*
Finally, the landing.  It is important to
remember that there is some pretty expensive
kit in the nose of the model which does not
appreciate being slammed into the ground.
Those who wish to can easily work out the
forces on a 1500 gram body going from say
10m/sec to zero in zero seconds.  If I remember
my math correctly, it is something like 15 kg.
Plan the landing carefully and fly onto the
ground.  This is where flaps or spoilers of some
sort come into their own to give maximum
control for the landing.

*
I don’t think any article on electric flight would
be complete without some safety notes.

Electric planes can be dangerous but quite safe
if a few basic rules are followed.  Firstly, make
sure your airframe is totally airworthy before
any flight.  This applies to all electrical wiring,
connections and prop condition as well.  Before 
connecting the battery, make sure the throttle
on the Tx is set in the off position.  Stand behind 
your plane when connecting the battery and
make sure there is nobody in close proximity to
the prop.  When walking with your plane to the
flight line, hold the plane so that the prop is
facing away from you. Hold your thumb over
the Tx throttle lever to ensure there are no
accidental throttle movements.  At the end of
the flight ‘make safe’ as soon as possible by
disconnecting the battery.
To summarise, any glider fitted with an electric
motor can fly F5J.  Some will give better
performance and ‘bang for buck’ than others
but in essence they all provide the pilot with a
relaxed and stress-free flight if properly set up
from the start.

- - - o o O o o - - -
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 F5J Extreme Rules 

1 Any electric powered sailplane can enter.
There are no restrictions on wingspan,
wing loading, control surfaces or
construction materials and methods.

2 Three rounds are flown each having a
thermal duration task of 10 minutes for
which one point per second is scored.
Flight times less than, or greater than, 10
minutes will have one point per second
subtracted.

3 There are no “throw away” rounds.

4 Landing points are awarded based on the
distance from the spot and are measured
from any point on the model to the
designated spot.  Maximum landing points
are 30 for a landing within 1m of the spot.
Thereafter 3 points are subtracted for each
metre beyond the designated spot.
Landings further than 10m from the spot
score zero landing points.

5 Motor run time is unlimited but subtracted
from the overall flight time.  
For example 600 flight time points minus
19 motor run points = 581 points.
A landing within 4 metres of the spot will
score 30 - 12 = 18 landing points. Total
round points will therefore be 599.

6 Any form of electric motor is permissible, 
as a handicap system is used.
The handicaps are —
  Brushless = 95%
  Brushed Cobalt = 75%
  Ferrite = 40% and
  Speed 400 = 30%. 
For example if a Speed 400 is run for
60 seconds, then 60 x 0,3 = 18 seconds of
motor run time.

7 Any type of battery is permitted

8 Timers require two stopwatches.  One for
overall flight time and one for motor run
time. Pilots and timers must agree on a
signal to denote motor on and motor off.
Pilots must show their timers which
transmitter control is used to activate and
deactivate the motor.

9 Flight and motor run timing begins when
the model leaves the pilot’s or the helper’s
hand on launch.  Flight time stops when the 
model comes to rest after landing.

- - - o o O o o - - -

After stopping for a drink at a bar, a Zimbabwean bus driver found
that the 20 mental patients he was supposed to be transporting from
Harare to Bulawayo had escaped. 

Not wanting to admit his incompetence, the driver went to a nearby
bus stop and offered everyone waiting there a free ride. He then
delivered the passengers to the mental hospital, telling the staff that
the patients were very excitable and prone to bizarre fantasies. 
The deception wasn’t discovered for three days, by which time the
consistency of the stories had aroused the suspicions of the hospital
staff, but nothing more was heard of the real patients, who had
apparently blended comfortably back into Zimbabwean society.
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 Zoom Race — F5B 

Evan passed on this information from Adriaan Englebrecht on his F5B model . . .

Herewith some basic info about the Zoom Race
that I am currently flying — 

Wingspan 1840 mm
Flying Weight 1965 g
Motor Kontronic FAI 18 

 with 6,7:1 Gearbox
Controller Kontronic FAI10/18
Prop 16 x 16 Carbon Freudenthaler
Spinner 36mm Carbon

 Freaudenthaler Turbo
Servos 2 x Dymond D60 (ailerons)

2 x Graupner DS3201 (flaps) 
1 x Dymond D60 (elevator)

Batteries 16 x GP2200
  (matched and Zapped and Kapton coated)
Current draw 165 Amps
Total Power 2,6 kW = 611 Watts / lb

My new cells have arrived, so I will be
switching over to —

Flying weight 2080 g
Batteries 16 x GP3700
  (matched and Zapped and Kapton coated)
Prop 17 x 19 and 17 x 21
Current draw 220 – 250 Amps
Total power 3,5 – 4.0 kW 

 = 764 – 873 Watts / lb

On my current setup the Zoom is already doing
level flight speeds of 250km/h.  This obviously
increases drastically once one starts using
altitude and dives.

The new setup will be yielding straight line
speeds of about 320km/h and much higher
course entry speeds.

The second or newer setup that I mentioned
will be utilized in the Raketenwurm II, which
will be flown by Craig, Peter and myself.

The Raketenwurm II is the design of the
current World Champion, Wolf Fickenscher,
and will be competitive for some years to come.

Shout if you need anything more.  As you know 
by now, I wax lyrical once asked to talk about
my toys, so I tried to keep it brief.

Have a great day

Regards
    Adriaan

Some additional information I received claims
vertical out of sight in 4 seconds and a motor
run of 60 seconds!  With the quoted current
draw I’m not surprised — maybe the battery is
a lot hotter and thinner on landing too! JL

Until I was thirteen, I thought my name was “Shut up!”
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253 Lansdowne Road, Claremont 7700
(not far from Kenilworth Centre)

021 - 683 2168
(Alan & Andy Imrie)     Fling

     Discus Launch Glider
  1520 mm span  400 g

 needs 4-ch radio, mini Rx & micro servos
             R  1250

Swallow Charger 
Was R 765 . . . Now

       R 699

Yak-54
965 mm span

with
all hardware
b’less motor

ESC
gearbox & prop
   R 1999

E-Flite
S-75

micro servo

1,17 kg.cm torque

12 x 12 x 24 mm

R 120

Tahmazo
TS-49

micro servo

1,1 kg.cm torque

20 x 8 x 16 mm

R 240

980 mm span

recommended
motor

HP Z 3007-2

R 1050

1206 mm span

recommended motor
  HP Z 3025-08

Glider Bee
1220 mm span  R 600

P-51 Mustang
with retracts
& Al spinner

R 1900
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 Switchblade 
     Slope Racing 

Dave Greer

Time precludes a detailed blurb, other than to
report that there was a most pleasant comp on
the 21st January, with extremely pleasant folk,
in pleasant but pretty calm weather.  

It was testament to the magnificent
Switchblade that we flew at all.  Thanks to
Arthur van Niekerk and Glen Pyle for manning
Base B throughout and the Wittstocks for
frequency and Base A support.  

Special mention goes to the excellent
performance by youngster Ryan Nelson in
taking foamies away from us (starting with
yours truly ;-), including pylon buff Brett in the
tiebreaker final.  The conditions made Brett’s
interesting ultralight V-tail Voodoo  an open
class and popularity winner and the locals were
queuing up to order kits.  Octogenarian Pete
Milne continues to refine Kiss , a special order
by Kobus for 42 inch length balsa sheets now
results in an even longer wingspan solid balsa
(yup, solid balsa) swept wing for open class, the 
Kiss formula pretty much taking the rest of the
laurels for the team Surfer Dans, Kobus ’n Pete.

Having never found a decent Natal slope south
of Ifafa Beacon Hill before, we look forward to
a visit to Brett’s Margate slope, promised by
Brett to be similar in stature to Switchblade and
about 7k inland from Margate itself. 

Apologies for nix pix, no Warren but Russ
might manage some off the video.  We were
also treated to a pre-contest impromptu
aerobatics display by a full size Lancair type
aircraft, Les Ward suspected as having a hand
in that . . .  ;-) 

Thanks to Ricky and Kobus for those magic
sundowner beers — Switchblade is just such an 
awesome chill out place . . . 

Cheers 
    Dave 

Twenty-eight entries in total over three classes

Foamie wins final

Ryan Nelson (J) Zagi 3 1st
Brett Eggar Wild Weasel 3 2nd
Mike Warren Zagi 2
Sean Ollermann Bat 2
Cameron Smith BW Zipper clone 2
Dave Greer JW 60 2
Ricky Pyper Zagi 0
Brian Duckitt Correx Wing 0
Simon Nelson Zagi 0
Andrew (J) Zagi 0

Sixty Inch wins final

Kobus Visage OD V 60 2 1st
proxy Pete Milne Kiss 60 2 2nd
Brand Conlon OD RG15 racer 1
Fred Wittstock OD 1
Paul Boswarva Bitsa dis ‘n dat 1
Greg West Gnot 1
Jacques Diablo 1
Ross Henderson BW Zipper moldi 0
Andrew (J) Micro Phase 0

Open wins final

Brett Eggar Voodoo 2 1st
Kobus Visage Kiss Open 2 2nd
Brad Conlon OD RG15 racer 1
Russ Conradt Shongololo 1
Proxy Pete Milne Kiss Open 1
Simon Nelson Griffon 1
Brian Duckitt BW Zipper moldi 0
Paul Boswarva Cape Hawk 0
Greg West Cluck cluck 0
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 Sloping on Thaba’Nchu 

Mike Summers

(Hugh Edmunds sent me this report and photo by Mike Summers.
Oh for more bits ’n pieces like this!  JL)

I actually went slope soaring on Saturday!  I
had heard about the famous Thaba’Nchu
mountain some 60 km out of town and received 
an SMS from Andries du Plooy to say they
were flying and braaing there from 8 till late on
Saturday.  I had visions of Bulwer mountain
and so teamed up with Charles Cilliers to
investigate! 

As I had nothing to fly, Andries finished off a
spare Zagi, installed a radio and told me I had
no excuse not to come.  

There was a fair breeze in Bloem which
promised something for a good day’s flying and 
Charles was optimistic when he collected me at
7.45 am loaded with all kinds of goodies to
attack the slope. 

Well, the mountain looked great from the main
Bloemfontein to Ladybrand road and the access 

okay for a normal runabout — even a tarred
section up the hill.  Hmm wonder why? 
Saddles and slopes for any given direction of
wind on the way up — wonderful!  We arrived
about 9 am to be the first there, which gave us
the opportunity to investigate.  The panoramic
view was breathtaking to say the least —
unobstructed from horizon to horizon, about
400 m above the valley below.  Well the reason
for the tar road became clear when the two
radio / cell-phone / tv masts appeared, one each
end of the hill (about 100 m apart), plus support
cables!  

“Where do you land, Charles?”  What a silly
question — there were large rocks everywhere.
Pick a spot between the rocks and hope the nose 
hits a cactus ball.  Spot landing takes on a new
meaning here.  Well the cycling breeze was
coming onto the western slope, not enough to
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fly in, so we set up a couple of chairs, cracked
the thermos and got stuck into a couple of egg
sarmies that Lorraine had made us for
breakfast.  Life is hell in Africa. 

Still not enough wind to fly when Andries
appeared but he had brought a Sig Riser with
him and he decided to give it a go during one of
the mild thermic cycles.  The fuselage and tail
feathers had been rebuilt but the aircraft hadn’t
had a trim flight, so with Andries behind the
wheel and myself eyeballing for a rough trim
(controls were reversed) we hurled it off into
the unknown.  It rose majestically into the air
and flew happily up and down the slope, but in
very weak air.  It needed a little nose weight and 
a bit more throw on the rudder so Andries
landed it, literally bouncing it off a cactus ball
and between two rocks, leaving a mild tear on
the underside of the fus. 

Charles in the meantime had fished out his 2 m
electric and was looking very puzzled at his
transmitter.  It was refusing to go into system
mode to select the next aircraft.  Eventually, for
no apparent reason, that came right but we
could not get the motor to run.  In switching the
radio off, the motor came to life and sputtered
like a two stroke. When switched back on, it
died, but the surface controls worked perfectly.
Both battery packs that Charles brought with
him were fully charged.  Sensibly Charles put
that aircraft away.  We were standing next to the 
one radio tower (with various UHF, VHF &
?HF aerials attached) and who knows what
interference that could produce! 
By this time the various souls who had
promised to come decided that there were more
important things to do, so it was just the three of 
us.  The Riser was relaunched and Andries
gave me the radio . . . on one condition I said — 
that he landed it!  For the first time in many
years I was clutching a transmitter and flying
slope!  And what a pleasure it was . . . until the
nose went down!  Oh dear! Thank goodness I
regained control about 80 m below launch
height and spent an anxious but pleasurable
five minutes clawing back to eye level,
glitching without warning and doing odd
things.  Phew, managed to land it in one piece
just clipping a rock and using a cactus as an

arrester bed.  We decided to change frequency
as the model was on 27 Megs?!  No problem on
35 Megs so that was installed. 
Andries proposed lighting the braai fire at this
point (noon) and, as there was still little wind to
write home about, we took time out from a
hectic flying schedule for a little R&R.  The
Bloemfontein Paragliding Club (all 5 of them
including the helpers) pitched up at this time
promising ideal flying conditions for 2 pm.
Well, we jawed with them for a while,
exchanging notes on how to fly the different
airframes on the slope face and in thermal
activity.  We launched the Riser once more and
flew a magnificently slow descent to about
50 m below launch height and landed luckily
into an aloe.  Hmmm.  

The parapilots decided there was lift and one
took off, found lift to the right, maxed out at
about 200 m and made a graceful descent
across the mountain face, into the valley below. 

Well about 3 pm the second guy launched and
took a graceful (max sink) course to the left
finding lift about 200 m out and 100 m below
eye level.  What a climb!  He circled up to about 
650 m above launch, maxed out above and
behind the hill and slowly descended into the
valley behind.  Whilst there was lots of fluffy
white stuff about, there was just NO LIFT! 

When the second guy returned he showed us
the flight he had recorded from his helmet cam.
His altimeter recorded the height above launch
and I was quite impressed by it all.  Andries
asked all the pecuniary questions and seemed
hooked on taking up the hobby!  Any one got
about 15 g to spare? 
Well, we left them to it about 4 pm, still waiting
for the big one.  From the main road we saw 2 of 
them take off again, only to hover around
launch height until we were out of sight. 

Although we didn’t get much flying done, for
me it really was a most enjoyable outing.  One
thing is for sure, the slope sites in Natal are
luxury deeelux! 

Regards
    Mike
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Not long after Evan’s flight, Peter Eagle made
his first attempt with his Europhia 2.  He made
the 2 km marker fairly easily but did not
attempt the return leg as good lift couldn’t be
found.  It is interesting to note that during this
run, the chase vehicle had to travel at 80 to 90
km/h to keep pace with this super-slick glider!   

Directly after this, I made my first attempt with
my F3J Escape.  By now we had decided the
best tactic would be to enter the course
immediately, so Peter launched the plane with

myself on the bakkie and Charl in the driver
seat with the engine running.  During the run I
noticed that the further south I flew the better
the lift was, so I slowly cruised downwind,
eventually with full camber dialed in.  

By the time we reached the 2 km mark I was far
higher than when I entered the course, so we
decided to attempt the return leg.  I made sure
that I returned up the same path I had come
down and gained even more altitude.  Once
through the lift I dialed in a couple of clicks of
down trim and made it back to the field quite
easily — even doing the last few 100 metres
inverted! 

Just as we arrived back Wolfgang went out on
the course with Evan driving.  Another
successful 2 km flight!

Peter then made another attempt at the 2 km
goal and return.  He made the turn easily, but
the wind was up and the plane was too light for
the conditions.  Still he made about 3 km. 

Piet Rheeders went out on the course with his
Tsotsi  and made the 2 km without difficulty. 

Peter, now ballasted up, made another attempt
with Evan driving.  This time the chase vehicle
spent quite a bit of time at over 120 km/h on the
downwind leg.  On the way back Peter got
frustratingly close at 3,5 km, but no cigar.
Towards the end of the flight he had to fly under 
some telephone lines and very, very nearly
clipped a pole that neither of us saw. 

 Mark’s F3J Escape about 
 to be launched by Peter Eagle 

 BERG Golden Eagle Cross Country 

Mark Stockton

On Sunday the 18th December members of BERG gathered 
at a field near Tarlton in order to attempt to complete their
2 km Golden Eagle cross country task.  In spite of an
invitation being extended to the entire gliding community,
only members of BERG arrived. Possibly this had
something to do with the season, or more likely the weather.  
The conditions where overcast with a fairly stiff wind. 
Charl Viviers arranged two Ford Bantam chase vehicles,
one even equipped with a bean bag for the pilot and helper.
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Piet test flew his newly-acquired Ellipse, for
which amazingly, his ancient radio is able to
provide sufficiently mixing.  Wolfgang also
flew a nice scale-like ASW (I think).

I made my second attempt at 2 km goal and
return, this time with my Eish! but landed out
at around 3 km. 

Charl finally made his attempt at 2 km with his
(ex-Peter Eagle) carbon Shongololo. I’m not
sure how fast they went, but it looked very
quick. 

Peter made another attempt at 2 km goal and
return, but discovered ballasted Europhias   are

not easy to thermal on the return leg.  Sadly he
landed out on the course again. 

Towards the end of the day I made a final
attempt at the goal and return.  I think I must
have timed the weather perfectly as this time I
got the Eish!  into the same channel I flew
earlier and made the turn really, really high.  On 
the return the plane was so high I had Peter and
Charl keeping an eye on it in case I lost sight.
Sadly we didn’t put a clock on the flight, as I
think the time for the goal and return would
have been reasonably quick. 

A great day was had by all, and everyone who
went out to the course made at least 2 km.
Doing the 2 km goal and return for a Diamond
Eagle is certainly more challenging but also
attainable. 

Special thanks must go to Charl, Evan and Piet
for organising the use of these fields with the
local farmers, arranging SAMAA cover for the
event and organising two excellent chase
vehicles. 

The area should provide for longer distances, 
and so I would definitely support this becoming 
a bi-annual event.
            Mark

 Piet Rheeders recovers his Tsotsi at the
 2 km mark under Charl’s watchful eye 

The secret of a good sermon is said to be 
to have a good beginning and a good ending — 
and to have the two as close together as possible.
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 Slope Report 

Sandy & Wessie

Well, 2006 has finally arrived!  We’re sure it
has been said in this issue already, but from
Sandy and Wessie, we would like to wish you
and yours a blessed and prosperous 2006.  We
hope that this year will be the best flying year
ever.  We have a few things up our sleeves to
help the year along to a flying start (excuse the
pun), but more on that in future issues.

As we wave a fond farewell to 2005, we
remember some noteworthy sloping events like 
the Black Eagle, Switchblade and of course our
very own and hugely acclaimed AFC
Hermanus fly-in.  Speaking of which, we are
thrilled to announce that the December 2005
Slope Report has been published beyond the
borders of SA.  The RC Soaring digest (an
American on-line soaring magazine) under
subtle persuasion of Evan Shaw,  published the
Hermanus Report in their latest edition.  Surf on 
over to www.rcsoaringdigest.com and down-
load the PDF mag to see it for yourself.  The
publication made us want to beef up our own
report, so we have re-published the report,
together with new photos on www.rc-air.co.za

*
With the laze of the summer holidays and the
craze of the “back-to-school” week, we don’t
have any club news for you this month, other
than to say both the members of the AFC and
TOSS clubs share our sentiments in wishing
everyone a happy 2006, and promise lots of
activity and events this year.  Hope you got
some good slope flying in as well and didn’t

spend TOO much time entertaining visitors and 
family visiting for the festive season.  Why
don’t you tell us about it?  E-mail us at —
    slope-report@rc-air.co.za

*
From a personal flying perspective, we have
had our fair share as well.  Early December, still 
on the Hermanus-high, we returned to
Hermanus to maiden Andrés Manta.  The plane 
had been beautifully finished with carbon-
reinforced fuse, glassed wings and MS Primer – 
2K professional paint finish. 

After a “skottel” breakfast, it was time to get
some stick time.  Unfortunately the wind gods
had mis-read our memo, and it remained SW
for the day, so we had to trek over to the back
slope.

From launch it was clear that the Manta meant
business, the automotive-thickness paint acting 
like built-in ballast.  She flew fast and straight,
and André was a very, very happy pilot. 

We got out the Radar Gun, and it was time for
speed runs!  Sandy managed to keep ahead of
the rest of us in the slightly-less-than-perfect
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conditions by clocking 72 mph (116 km/h). 
We know it can go way faster, just wait for the
winter northwesters! 

Peter Netterville
also maidened his
30O yet un-named
pocket rocket.  It has 
a really slippery
airfoil, and it came a 
close second on the
speed runs, despite
its light weight.

*
We made a few trips down to St James these last 
weeks, during those blasting southeasters,
seemingly blowing like there was no tomorrow. 
The parking there is . . . challenging, now that
roadworks are underway there, but we really
enjoyed the tremendous lift and excellent
scenery.  

We flew as long as our receiver batteries would
let us, and had a go at Red Hill as well, where
the Manta came to a sad demise by digging a
neat hole in a concrete slab, apparently due to
transmitter battery failure.  On the 14th of
December we were graced with a nice NW
which saw the “Prodij-al” return to Signals
after a long absence.  No fewer than three of
these incredible French flying machines were
in the air at one time.

The rest of us had a ball flying well past sunset.
Coincidentally the next NW came on the same
day one month later, but seemed to be in a foul
mood this time.  The day started off with a
moderate wind, and the sky was alive with

Opuses  (shouldn’t that be Opi?), home-builts,
and EPP wings.  It was nice to see we even had
a visit from a member of Evan Shaw’s (or is
that Izak Theron, not sure) gang from waaaay
up north in the shape of Brett Ross with his
home-brew Manta wing, which flew really
well. 

What looked to be a peregrine Falcon took it
upon himself to pick on the smallest plane
there, namely Sandy’s Mini-Falcon. 

The crowd were really entertained by some
hair-raising acrobatics by both fibre and feather 
while Sandy tried to get out of the Peregrine’s
way.  After about 10 minutes of pure adrenalin,
Sandy decided to duck for the landing area with 
the bird in hot pursuit.  It was all over in a flash
with the Mini-Falcon  on the tar road below,
and the feathered version screeching off into
the tree line. 

Real Falcon :1 — Mini-Falcon : 0
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Wessie has secretly been building a “fuzz-less”
bi-plane, and dubbed it a Brazilian for obvious
reasons. (or should that be a Hollywood?) 

It was built using the tried and tested TLAR
method, and much to Wessie’s surprise . . . er
. . . delight, it flies pretty well indeed.  He was
worried that the backward-staggered top wing
would be in the “wind shadow” of the bottom
wing, and would either be stalling or non-
effective.  Inverted flight quickly proved that
theory correct, so the Mark II will have to be a
forward stagger, like a real bi-plane.

By the afternoon the mix of warm city bowl air
and ice cold sea breeze saw Table-Mountain’s
famous tablecloth covering us as well, and
flying was limited to in-your-face-style foam
flying again. (See the mist forming over Brett’s
shoulder in the pic on the previous page?)  

André gave us a real scare when the mist
suddenly formed when he was flying his Opus,
and he had to eventually walk down the
mountain to evade the thickening cloud.  After
a hair-raising 20 minutes, the mist lifted enough 
to allow him to make a dash for the landing area 
and bring his beloved plane down safely. 

When it got too thick we
were all grounded, and
we hoped it would clear. 
After a while we
measured the wind
speed, just to see that the
average wind speed had
climbed to 46 km/h. 

When we
discovered

that the MAX
wind speed
over a three-
minute period
hit 72 km/h

that’s  when we packed up! 

*
Last weekend saw what was probably the best
flying day Signals had seen in a long while. 
The lift was excellent, and the wind dead
straight up the face of the hill.  We arrived to see 
a whole “flock” of hang-gliders unpack their
equipment, and I must say I was quite
impressed to hear that after take-off, the
intended landing spot was Kommetjie beach!  It 
sure takes b@lls to trust the lift for that
distance . . . 

It didn’t take long for the sky to be almost too
full of wings, Bees, their correx cousins DaZi s,
high performance mouldies, and some shop

bought ARF’s as well.  We certainly have not 
seen Signals THAT busy in a while, and the
urgent need for a peg board there became too
obvious as the inevitable shoot-down
happened later in the day.  While Peter
Netterville was looping his Opus V through
some DS circuits in the west bowl, we set up
the pylons on the east side and had a go at
racing each other with foamies normally
reserved for combat.  

The parks board paid us a visit and checked
on our SAMAA membership, and promised
that it would happen more often this year. 
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Later we made a limbo stringer about 1,5
metres apart and, to roars of laughter and the
delight of the large group of spectators that had
gathered, took turns at passing what seemed to
be an A380 through the eye of a needle. 

Many of us managed it through, and it turned
out to be so much fun that we will definitely do
that more often. By late afternoon “normal”
flying had resumed to some extent, and the
more “serious” planes took to the sky again. 

By now Peter was really ripping up the DS
slope with a lead-sled of his own design . . .

. . . and Wessie launched his Mini-Ventus in a
strengthening wind against his own better
judgement.  The light-wind glider was last seen
doing the death-spiral minus one wing and with 
a broken tail.  Wessie reckons that plane really
gave him some good flying time through the
years, and it was definitely pilot error that saw
its demise. 

As they say — “Good judgement only
comes with experience.”

Unfortunately — “Experience only comes
from bad judgement”

*  *  *
Well, that’s all we have for you this edition, by
next month all the regular reporting channels
will be operating again, and regular features,
reviews and howtos will resume. Till then,
happy flying — fly safe.

        Wessie & Sandy
          Slope Addicts

- - - o o O o o - - -

Subscriptions are now due!
Please make our life easier by paying asap . . .

R 100 SSC / R 160 Southeaster / R 200 SAMAA (senior)
or R 50 SSC / R 80 Southeaster / R 110 SAMAA (junior)

Please pay a Committee Member on the field
or direct into SSC a/c # 117 074 706 at ABSA, Claremont, including your name on the deposit slip.

Some lovely “Pilot Complaints”
and the corresponding

“Ground Crew Responses”

Pilot: Number 3 engine missing.

Ground Crew: Number 3 engine found on 
right wing after brief search.

Pilot: Evidence of leak on 
right main landing gear.

Ground Crew: Evidence removed.
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     JR Models(Czech)
   Lunak

   2,6m ARF
  Pre painted yellow glass fuselage

and oracovered wings.
Airbrakes are pre-installed!

R2750.00

JR Models       
Baby Discus    

JR Models      
Handsel HLG       

1200 mm span Weight 350 g   
Amazing flying ARF hand launch glider!

R1150          

JR Models(Czech) Habicht
2,2m span

Fibreglass fuselage and plug in wings.
Wings and tail covered in Oracover

decals provided.
              R2700

Mark Williams

021 - 556 0458 083 430 1275
info@capesailplanes.com
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 Bill Vos Handicap # 1 — January 

Dave Greer

Apologies because this report is “much about I” 
this round.  After John Coulson and I cancelled
things (weather) early on and I reverted to
watching Kemp drop two catches, then, being
suitably impressed about the lads’ enthusiasm
to continue, I got myself a R1250 speed fine in
my own enthusiasm to get there!

The weather fast turned in to a magic day where 
there was always someone in the slot who was
going to be maxing, so there were no get out of
jail slots.  The new graduated spot by handicap
worked fine and the Highvelders might like to
note the “matrix by round” system for small
entry numbers, instead of pre-matrix, which
has now worked well for a whole year and
means a carefully worked pre-matrix is not
ruined by crash outs.  Of course having a neat
and reliable scorer in Rose Wittstock to make it
all work is a must. 

The four pilot by three slot matrix is by
definition imperfect, which meant Brad and me
contesting all three flights but we both
managed to gang up on Warren for the second
round and spoil a clean sheet there, although the 
event normalising still made it a perfect day for
the Cobra.  Uncle Fred and the immaculate new 
RES100 upstaged both Brad and me in our first
encounter, Fred only being three seconds over
handicap max and sealing it with a max spot! 

After some muttering about the unfair
advantage of the Esprit  over the last year, the
Brad Ellipse and Dave Esprit  crossed paths
after circling the field to the right and left
respectively in the soggy last encounter.  Now it 
came down to scratch time and Esprit myth was 
well and truly put to bed with the Ellipse
hanging in magnificently for max and
hammering Dave and John (Esprit x2).  Of
course the pilot has nothing to do with it . . . ;-)
Paul’s caller has emigrated after telling Paul
(Eish) he could relax and land early, “All the
other guys are down”, whilst Brad’s Ellipse
wus hidden way downwind and low —
especially as Paul’s damn good third place on
the day might have been a tad higher. 

Simon’s Eish cruelly spiralled in just before the 
start, not unlike the two similar incidents at

Nats 2005, so protestations of possible
interference are wearing thin and some new
crystals seem a useful place to start.  The result
was that Simon and Ryan were the other
RES100’s beside Fred, the scores kinda
showing that Simon should have been helping
himself rather than Ryan, who was the highest
RES100 finisher and a useful fourth overall.
Alan and Brian both finished the day with two
excellent maxes and we are all looking forward
to seeing Alan’s new Graphite (yup) in action
at the next round, whist Brian was only
handicapped by some indifferent launches with 
the newly “converted to flaps” Illusion.  Ross
had dabbled on Dennis’s Esprit last year and
this was his first real go on the ex Dave
Ellipse-2 , improving steadily each round and
his Promo landing handicap will be hurting
more than few folk at later events in the year.
Even with the reduced points impact, landings
are still meaningful and Don the postals man
started rusty but finished with a neat 2 metre. 

Of course, being even more impressed by
someone chasing me Monday morning for
scores, I arrived at work to find no power!
Don’t forget Switchblade slope and the
forthcoming HTL at Volksies. 

Cheers 
    Dave  

1 Warren Butler Cobra 2953
2 Brad Conlon Ellipse-3V 2851
3 Paul Boswarva Eish! 2752
4 Ryan Nelson Petrel 2m 2708
5 Dave Greer Esprit 2694
6 Alan Sneedon Sangoma 2576
7 Ross Henderson Ellipse-2V 2489
8 John Coulson Esprit 2451
9 Don Slatter Star / Nongoma 2410
10 Brian Fanning Illusion 2378
11 Fred Wittstock Od RES100 2207
12 Simon Nelson Petrel 2m 1874
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 Vaal Triathlon 

Evan Shaw

To Gert and his team —

You guys are tops.  Congrats on a very well run
and organised event.  Well done guys. 

The VMG field is a great venue, complete with
tent par excellence , catering, scoring, PA,
clearly laid out field, acres of room and plenty
of thermals and wind, but no rain this time.
Thank goodness for that! 

Everything about this event was top notch.
Right from the beginning, with the pre-event
notification two weeks prior to the date,
excellent directions, complete with Google
Earth map and collection of entries.  The way
an event should be organised by a host club!

When we arrived the field was already set up
with huge Army tent and winch and turnaround
lines all laid out.  I had brought the MGA box
along with me and it wasn’t long before the
team had the PA set up and working and all the
spots out. 

Gert called the pilots briefing at about 09h30
and soon afterwards we had the photo-shoot —
then it was down to the flying.  The wind was
already staring to blow and the first round saw
more than its fair share of incident.  The flight
times are testimony to the difficult conditions
that prevailed and the smaller, lighter models
really suffered badly.  But everybody seemed to 
be in good sprits and soldiered on regardless.
The thermals that were present really moved
past at a rapid rate of knots, and unless you had
a fancy model that could penetrate you couldn’t 

follow them. And if you didn’t get height while
following the thermal you were doomed to land 
far down wind. 

Some of the slots were over long before the 12
minute working time was up, because of the
wind and lack of thermals, and our CD,
Cornelius, was able to make up a lot of time
because of that.  The final round finished well
ahead of schedule, which was great considering 
the rapidly approaching thunder shower.

The boys soon had the scores sorted out and the
prize-giving was held inside the tent. (And for
once there wasn’t any rain.)  I just hope that the
rain jinx isn’t replaced by wind for future Vaal
Triathlons. 

This event is one of my favourites and I was a
little disappointed to see so few clubs there this
year.  Maybe the weather had something to do
with it?  The Vaal Triathlon is a fitting end to
the year’s flying and definitely should not be
missed.  And the “Saw-Toothed Scoring
system” adds an interesting twist to the mix.
Hopefully next year will see each and every
club represented.  Even those from afar should
try and make it. 

All in all the new VMG field is fantastic and
I’m looking forward to the next event there. 

Once again, well done to VMG and thanks to
all who made this event such a success. 

Cheers 
    Evan
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Gert Nieuwoudt

Every year I learn new things at the Vaal
Triathlon and tThis year was no exception.  One 
thing is we should not be afraid to ask for
sponsorships from non model related
companies.  And yes the company where you
slave your life away can also come to the table.
Obviously you have to provide value for money 
in exposure of the company’s name.

The “land out of the field” rule was disputed at
the event this year.  Although not published or
mentioned during pilots’ briefing at this year’s
Triathlon, the Highveld Thermal League have a 
rule which states that if you land further than
75m from the landing area then you score zero
for time and landing, but if the legal landing
area is not properly marked with a chalked line
then this becomes a difficult to manage rule.
After some serious field discussions it was
decided that this rule cannot and will not be
enforced at the event and every one was happy.

To make an event extra special some effort and
hard labour is required.  If you have individuals
who do this off their own bat then it becomes a
pleasure to host an event.  I can tell you, to pitch 
an army tent at 06h30 in a howling wind takes
some commitment!

As usual, the weather this time of year played
havoc — Saturday evening we had massive
thunderstorms and rain and I
thought of cancelling.  Sunday
morning 04h00 it was still
overcast but by 07h00 it started to 
clear.  The wind, however, picked 
up, which made it terrible for the
2m and Low-Tech gliders.  I lost
count of all the gliders which
were destroyed by their owners,
most of them on the winch line.

I do know that Hugh and Ricky
both had a 100% breakage record 
— both main and backup gliders.  
Ricky even wrecked his backup
by stepping on it while crashing
the other!

I was once again astonished by
the quality of our top pilots.  In

most difficult conditions in a competition
where your mistakes are amplified in the
scores, they were neck and neck till the end.
The scoring of the Triathlon uses a saw- tooth
method, and landing counts 200 for a spot.  Add 
to that no throw away round and you have to
perform consistently every round to stay ahead.  
At the end of round 3, Paul was leading by 21
points.  Craig reponded in round 4 to lead by 64
points and increased his lead in round 5 for a
win in Open.

The Goodrum and Kennedy combination took
the team prize and Piet the Berg Rooster took
2m and Low-tech (sorry Piet someone else took 
Open)

A big thank you to Proconics who sponsored
the event and to Cornelius du Plessis and his
team, Riaan,  André, Tony and Frank from
VMG who organised the event.

Proconics (Pty) Ltd is a company based in
Secunda with a office in Sasolburg.  They
specialise in Electrical and Process Control
design and engineering. 

They can be contacted at 016-9602120

Cheers
   Gert

 Tony Neerings timing, Gert Nieuwoudt pilot 
   and Hugh Edmunds launching   
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Team Scores

Lionel Brink

As my first Triathlon event — sponsored by
Proconics, I was very impressed by Gert’s
professional organisation, and particularly the
smoothness with which he handled all aspects
of the event, which was more than adequately
marketed and advertised in advance — even the 
local newspapers had pictures and a small
article.  

When I arrived at the site (the directions were
100%!) my immediate impression was one of
“openness” or space — the field was absolutely 
superb for pure thermal flying — smooth grass
or “veld” geography, with no trees, power lines
houses etc, within range of the average flyer or
to create any local knowledge advantage.

I had arrived the day before to visit family and
was concerned about the rather violent rain
storm that ensued.  Fortunately this rain held off 
for the Sunday and to my surprise made the

ground reasonably soft.  My perception was
that the general landing attrition rate was
considerably less than usual for the winter
comps held this year (well for my models /
landing style anyway!).

The field was well layed out — parking was a
reasonable distance away, and the flight line,
which faced into the wind the entire day (!) as
well as the turnaround line, were clearly
marked.  The field was so massive that there
was more than enough space for all the four-
people teams, and this probably could have
been easily expanded to accommodate many
more.  I was particularly impressed with the
army tent used by the organisers — lots of
shade, power for PCs and the PA etc.  It also
housed the catering facilities, where a goodly
supply of tasty boerewors rolls and ice cold
drinks made this a relaxed event.  I was
impressed with the friendliness of everyone —

Individual Scores
 1 Craig Goodrum 3GK O 4349
 2 Michelle Goodrum 3GK O 4248
 3 Paul Carnall TM O 4161
 4 Stephane Duponsel MMS O 3368
 5 Wolfgang Steffny MMS O 3305
 6 Evan Shaw B’hane O 3013
 7 Drew Kennedy 3GK O 2987
 8 Dion Liebenberg TM O 2958
 9 Tony Neerings VMG O 2916
10 Mark Stockton MMS O 2902
11 Volney Klintworth RSA (J) O 2783
12 Conrad Klintworth RSA (J) O 2631 
     1st Jun

13 Rodney Goodrum 3GK O 2603
14 Peter Joffe B’hane O 2405
15 Mike May B’hane O 2330

16 Piet Rheeders B’hane 2m 2163
    1st  2m 1st  LT

17 Lionel Brink MMS 2m 2109
    2nd  2m 2nd  L T

18 Kurt Stockton RSA (J) O 2105
19 Hugh Edmunds VMG O 1832
20 Gert Nieuwoudt VMG LT 1736
    3rd  LT

21 Adrian Husband BERG 2m 1732
    3rd  2m

22 Frank King TM 2m 1550
23 Chris McNeil BERG LT 1472
24 Ricky Mitchell TM 2m 1315
25 Gordon Prahm BERG 2m 1243
26 Bennette Husband BERG 2m 1226
27 Simon Tladi RSA (J) LT 1218

1 3GK 11905
2 MMS (P B & A)  9835
3 TM  9046
4 Berghane  8643

5 RSA Juniors  7618
6 VMG  6484
7 BERG Reds  4792
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from the CD through to the data capturer,
which is becoming synonymous with HTL
events and can also be commended.

The wind was a little strong, probably the
Afrikaans “woes” would be a better
description, and the overall positions of the top
LT / 2m gliders clearly underscore the impact
that this can have on flying / landing these
classes, when compared with their results
during the rest of the year.  Numerous pilots
were caught unawares by the strength of the
wind and I saw at least 3 models blow up during 
launches.  It was also evident that a number of
top pilots were struggling to cope with the wind 
on landing, with surely the highest number of
non-scoring landings (i.e. outside of the 15m
FAI circle) I have seen all year!

The results were made available within 30
minutes of the last slot, and prizes for the top
positions were donated by Proconics.  I feel that 
everyone who participated enjoyed the event,
and that the winners were indeed worthy of
their scores.  As HTL and Gauteng rep for the
MGA, I would like to congratulate and thank
Gert and his team for a really good day, fun
albeit challenging flying, and overall level of
professionalism regarding the organisation,
catering, scoring, assistance, field and setup.

Regards,
    Lionel

Happiness is . . .        
. . . a long walk carrying a putter.

                            Ernie Els
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Open
1 Craig Goodrum MMS 5000
2 Michelle Goodrum MMS 4928
3 Chris Adrian SGC 4867
4 Mark Stockton MMS 4856
5 Dion Liebenberg ETB 4848
6 Paul Carnall ETB 4685
7 Volney Klintworth SGC 4395
8 Craig Baker SGC 4359
9 Conrad Klintworth SGC 4299
10 Wolfgang Steffny MMS 4170
11 Rodney Goodrum MMS 4097
12 Evan Shaw BERG 4001
13 Lionel Brink WHRF 3656
14 Kurt Stockton MMS 3362
15 Piet Rheeders BERG 3044
16 Peter Joffe MMS 2754
17 James Shaw BERG 2394
18 Charl Viviers BERG 2370
19 Hugh Edmunds TM 2212
20 Gordon Prahm BERG 1881
21 Izak Theron ETB 1842
22 John Nevin KMS 1480
23 Ray Nevin KMS 1434
24 Gert Nieuwoudt VRG 1360
25 Calvin Quintao RMAC 1344
26 Stephane  Duponsel MMS 1325
27 Frank King TM 1165
28 Mike May BERG 1043
29 Adrian Husband BERG 1008
30 Simon Tladi MMS 1008
31 Tim Joffe MMS 994
32 Anton Coetzee MMS 973
33 Chris McNeil BERG 970
34 Bennette Husband BERG 960
35 Andre Spammer SGC 945
36 Herman Weber ETB 908
37 Craig Barker ETB 877
38 Phillip Otto BERG 829
39 Peter Kana BERG 809
40 Joe Coetzer SGC 808
41 Barry Herman MMS 778
42 Grabe De Villiers SGC 729
43 Adriaan Engelbrecht MMS 716
44 Alan Drew KMS 698
45 Drew Kennedy MMS 687
46 Kyle Quintao RMAC 602
47 Len Thomas BERG 503
48 Frederick Mellison SGC 445
49 Ricky Mitchell TM 302
50 Markus Van Der Riet SGC 167
51 Charles Flee ETB 110

 Highveld Thermal League — 2005 
Low-Tech

1 Lionel Brink WHRF 4353
2 Piet Rheeders BERG 3843
3 Kurt Stockton MMS 2965
4 Charl Viviers BERG 2651
5 Gordon Prahm BERG 2336
6 Evan Shaw BERG 1940
7 Volney Klintworth SGC 1894
8 James Shaw BERG 1893
9 Gert Nieuwoudt VRG 1803

10 Frank King TM 1558
11 Adrian Husband BERG 1491
12 Calvin Quintao RMAC 1442
13 Chris McNeil BERG 1432
14 Bennette Husband BERG 1335
15 Craig Barker ETB 993
16 Peter Kana BERG 963
17 Paul Carnall ETB 903
18 Phillip Otto BERG 863
19 Hugh Edmunds TM 784
20 Andre Spammer SGC 609
21 Len Thomas BERG 569
22 Simon Tladi MMS 563
23 Charles Flee ETB 124

Two-Metre
1 Lionel Brink WHRF 4361
2 Piet Rheeders BERG 3015
3 Kurt Stockton MMS 2973
4 Charl Viviers BERG 2659
5 Gordon Prahm BERG 2339
6 Evan Shaw BERG 1940
7 James Shaw BERG 1903
8 Volney Klintworth SGC 1894
9 Frank King TM 1566

10 Adrian Husband BERG 1491
11 Bennette Husband BERG 1335
12 Craig Barker ETB 993
13 Peter Kana BERG 963
14 Phillip Otto BERG 871
15 Hugh Edmunds TM 791
16 Kyle Quintao RMAC 633
17 Andre Spammer SGC 609
18 Ricky Mitchell MMS 608

Clubs
1 Midrand Model Soarers 7000
2 Silverton Gliding Club 5612
3 Eastern Thermal Busters 5555
4 Barlett Egg Radio Gliders 4882
5 White Hills Radio Flyers 2034
6 Klipriver Model Soarers 1216
7 Rand Model Aeronautic Club 655
8 Vaal Model Gliders 595
9 Jhb Model Aircraft Club 530

10 Travelling Mulberries 454


